An Understandable
Test Set for Making
BasicMeasurements
on TelephoneLines
Thisnewportablefestsef usesa digitalprocessor
to presentdirect-reading,
autorangedmeasurements
ofleveland
frequency,substantiallyreducingoperatorerrors,Other
conveniences
simplifyset-upand operation.
by MichaelB. Aken and DavidK. Deaver

|n ONTINUING EXPANSION OF THE world's tele- Front PanelClarity
A careful look at the front panel (Fig. 1) discloses
\.r phone network intensifies the need for means of
how the telephone craftsmancan tell the statusof the
testing telephone lines expediently. Now more than
ever, with the growth of data communications, oper- instrument at a glance,and modify that statusquickly
ating companies and end users need test equipment
with aminimum Iikelihood of making awrong move.
The right portion of the panel has the controls for
that can check telephone lines quickly without requiring a lot of personnel training.
the sendunit. Frequencyis selectablewithin a O-HzThe HP Models 3s51A (Fie. r) and gsszA (Fig. z)
are dedicated test sets designed to fill this need.
These instruments make basic measurementson
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especially when restoring
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from which they obtain measurementsof loss, attenfollowing a major disruption.
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for voice-channel measurements.They can send a
The instrumentis Model 3551A Telephone Test
test signal while simultaneously measuring it in a
Sef, a number of which were used in restoring
loop-backset-up,or two can be used as a pair for oneservice. Also described in fhr,slssue is Model
way measurements.Combining the send and receive
54534, a programmable, computerized telefunctions in one box makesthe test set easierto carry
phone tesf sysfem thaf uses digital signal analysis.
and it also speeds measurementsby making it possible to switch between send and receive without reIn this Issue:
connecting anything and while maintaining the
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Fig. 1. Model 3551A Transmtssion fest Set makes basrc mea'
s u r e m e n t s o n t e l e p h o n el t n e s
according to North American
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arranged to clarify operation of the
instrument The digital display is
autoranged and automattcally
c.nmncnsatcd lor the se/ecled
tmpedance.

to-60-kHz range and the amplitude is adjustable from
-60 to +10 dBm. None of the controls is calibrated
because the built-in measuring circuits enable readout of frequency and level with better resolution and
accuracy than dial markings could provide. The frequency range switch also includes a position for
quick selection of the fixed holding tone used in
noise-with-tone measurements.
The central portion ofthe front panel is concerned
with the type of measurement to be made on the received signal. One switch selects the measurement
to be made (tone, noise with tone, message circuit
noise, noise to ground) while the other switch selects
one of four weighting networks. Measurements can
be made on tones that have amplitudes ranging from
-70 dBm to +15 dBm or on noise that ranges from
0 to +125 dBrn.
The left portion is concerned with the physical connection to the telephone lines. Two sets of terminals
are provided to permit simultaneous send/receive
measurements, each set consisting of a standard
phone jack in parallel with a pair of b-way binding
posts. Either set may be used for measurements on a
single pair. The FUNCTIoNswitch selects the role of
each set of terminals (send or receive) and it enables
the roles to be interchanged without requiring any
disconnecting and reconnecting of the lines. It also
determines whether the receive line is to be bridged
or terminated. A concentric switch selects the load
impedance for a terminated line Iand also establishes
the send source impedance).
A set of clip posts for connecting a lineman's handset can be switched in parallel with the left set of terminals for dialing up a connection. A holding circuit
is provided so a connection to a "wet" line can be

held in an off-hook condition while the line is used
for either send or receive measurements.
The readout is an LED display that gives four-digit
resolution in frequency, three-digit resolution in tone
level, and two-digit resolution in noise level measurerhents. The quantity displayed (receive level or
frequency, or send level or frequency) is selected by
pushbuttons. Both frequency and Ievel measurements are autoranging and automatically compensated for the impedance selected to give fast, direct
readout of the measured quantity. No mental calculations are required on the part of the operator.
A monitor loudspeaker helps the craftsman identify single-frequency interference and, by the character of the sound, the source of other tvpes of interference.
Battery and AC Power
Each of the instruments has internal rechargable

Fig.2. Model 3552A Transmlssionfest Setis fundamentally
identicalto the Model 3551A but has connectors,filters,and
impedance levels that conform to CCITTstandards.
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F19.3. Simplitiedblockdiagramof the3551Al3552A lransmlssion lestSets. Slgna/processtng
is analog up to the detector, then processingbecomes digital. Thehold circuit is a current source
that appears as a brcadband high impedance to the telephone line while supplying the current
necessaryto hold central office relays. The diode bridge, protected against high line transients
by the gas-discharge tube, functions as an automatic polarity switch for the hold circuit.

batteries that can power the instrument for four to
six hours on one charge. The instruments can also
operate on ac lines of 100, LzO,22O,or 240 volts.
In the new test setq,a level-sensing circuit monitors the battery voltage and shuts off the instrument
whenever the voltage falls below a useful level. This
prevents erroneous readings and it also prevents
cell reversal from deep discharge.
This arrangement is considered preferable to
meter monitoring becausethe NiCad batteries used
maintain a fairly constant voltage during use and
then lose voltage rather rapidly as they approach total discharge. With the usual meter monitoring, the
operator would have to check the battery voltage
quite frequently to avoid overlooking the onset of the

rapid voltage fall.
InternalDetails
The two instruments are fundamentally the same
except for certain characteristicsthat conform to the
telephone measurementstandardswhere the instru-".rtr are to be used. The Model 3bb1A has impedances,weighting filters, and a hold tone that conform
to standardsestablishedby the telephone industry in
North America. In most of the rest of the world, standards are set by the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) and the
Model 3552A conforms to these standards.
The block diagram shown in Fig. 3 applies to both
instruments. The received signal is filtered and detected in conventional analog fashion. The output of

the detector, however, is converted to a proportionate
time interval in the logarithmic converter. The digital
circuits measure this time interval to get a digital
indication of the input signal level. From here on, the
measurement information is manipulated digitally,
with appropriate factors added so the number displayed gives the measurement in the desired units.
In a frequency measurement, the signal frequency
is multiplied in a phase-lock loop so the counting
circuits can accumulate enough counts in 50 milliseconds for 4-digit resolution. This enables a 10-per-second sampling rate, even at low frequencies.
One of the significant differences between these instruments and other telephone test sets is the use of a
function generator as the send unit, rather than the
traditional RC oscillator. The use of a function generator achieves significant cost and space savings. The
basic function generator circuit was modified, however, to obtain a sine wave with verv low distortion.
Triangles First
A schematic representation of the send unit's function generator is shown in the box on page 6. As in
other function generators, a triangular waveform is
generated by using constant currents to alternately
charge and discharge a capacitor, shown as range capacitor Cp in the diagram. The triangular wave is
shaped into a sine wave by a nonlinear network.
Diodes in this network are biased at progressively

higher levels so more and more attenuation is switched
in as the triangular waveform moves towards its positive or negative limit. By suitable choice of the attenuation switched in by each diode, the triangle is
rounded off to a sine wave.
Maintaining high sine-wave purity under field
conditions required some modifications to the basic
waveform-generating mechanism. To begin with,
the sine shaper is compensated for temperature
changes by diodes that adjust the voltage on the biasing networks to compensate for the change in diode
forward voltage drop caused by temperature changes.
For optimum operation of the sine shaper, the up
slope of the triangle wave must be exactly equal to
the down slope and the waveform must be centered
on the zero level (equal positive and negative excursions). Circuits for maintaining these conditions are
designed into the function generator. These are described in the box on page 6.
As a result of these measures,total harmonic distortion in the send unit output is more than 50 dB below
the fundamental within the telephone voice band
and at least 40 dB below outside that band. These
specifications are held over an operating temperature range of 0"C to 55'C.
Level Detection
As noted in the block diagram of Fig. 3, the received signal is appropriately filtered and adjusted

Ouasi-RMS

Fig. 4. Detector combtnet the outpuls ot peak and average detectorsto derive a quasi-rms
indication.The detectoroutput rs convertedto a proportianatettme rntervalby the logarithmic
converter.

A Function Generator with a
Well-Defined Output
The triangularwaveformis shaped into a sine wave by the
nonlinearnetworkdescribedin the text preceding.To assure
properoperationof the sine shaper,the triangularwavetorm
mustbe symmetrical,
Equalpositiveand negativewaveformexthe triancursions(x-axissymmetry)are assuredby integrating
gularwaveformand usingthe resultingdc levelto modifythe
lowersteady-state
Ievelin the bistableswitch.The waveform's
peak negativeexcursionis thus adjustedto equal the magnitude of the oeak oositiveexcursaon,
Maintaining
equalup and down slopes(y-axissymmetry)is
accomplished
by sensingthe symmetryof the squarewave.Referringto the y-axissymmetrycircuitin the diagram,currentls
flows into the adjacentintegratorwhen the squarewave is at
diode D1. When the square
the upper level,reverse-biasing
wave is at the lower level,the reversebias is removedtrom
diode D1, allowingthe lowercurrentsourceto draw a current
equalto 2lsthroughdiode D1, withhalfof the current(1.)being
drawnfromthe integrator.
Thus,as longas thewaveformis symmetrical,the averageintegratoroutputis zero.lf the waveform
were not symmetrical,
a net chargewould remainon the integratoroutput,whichwouldadd to or subtractf romthe charging
currentin the trianglegenerator.The up slope of the triangle
is therebyalteredto make it matchthe down slope,

and costadvantagesresultf romusing
Definitespace-saving
a functiongeneratoras the send unit'soscillatorin the Model
TestSet.Certainmodifications,how3551A/35524Transmission
ever,had to be made to the basic circuitto assurethe waveform purityrequiredfor telephonetests.
A simplifieddiagramof the functiongeneratoris shownbelow.Positiveand negativecurrentsare switchedby transistors
chargeand dischargecapacitorCR,
Q1 and Q2 to alternately
therebygeneratinga triangularwaveform,To minimizeswitching transients,
steadycurrentflow is maintainedby operating
with Q3 and
transistorsQ1 and Q2 in a bridge configuration
Q 4 . T h i s a r r a n g e m e n st i n k s o n e c u r r e n tt o g r o u n d w h i l e
the otheris chargingthe capacitorand vtce-versa.
areturnedon and off by a bistableswitchthat
Thetransistors
changesstateswhen a comparatorindicatesthat the triangle
waveformhas reachedthe samelevelas thatbeingheld by the
switch.The amplitudeof the triangularwaveformis thus determined by the bistableswitch,a precisioncircuitthat maintains
a well-definedlevelin eitherof its two states.
Thefrequencyis determinedby the rateat whichthe capacitor charges and discharges.The vernier frequencycontrol
changes the charge and discharge currents. Ranges are
changedby switchingin capacitorsof differentvalues.
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capacitor to the negative peak of the waveform. The
average detector integrates negative half-cycles of
one waveform to get an average value, The summing
resistors at the input to the integrator determine the
ratio of peak to average in the combined result. During tone measurements, only the average detector is
used.

in gain before being applied to the detector. For noise
measurements, the detector functions as a quasi-rms
type that derives the equivalent of an rms measurement by combining the outputs of peak and average
detectors in accordance with Bell System Technical
Reference PUB 41009.
The peak detector (Fig. +) is a diode that charges a
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The detected dc level is then applied to the log converter. This compares the detectors' dc level to the
voltage on a discharging capacitor, generating a
pulse when the two are equal. Ten times per second
during tone level measurements, switch 51 (Fig. a)
closes long enough to charge capacitor C1 to a fixed
level. When 51 opens, C, discharges and when it
falls to the level of the detector voltage, a pulse is
generated. The time interval between the opening of
S1 and the comparator pulse is thus inversely proportional to the absolute value of the input voltage and,
since the C1 discharge curve is exponential, to the
logarithm of the input voltage. The digital circuits
measure this time interval to derive the number for
display. The 100-kHz clock frequency gives a measurement resolution of O.OZdB, which is truncated
to give a display resolution of O.f dB.
During noise measurements, an additional lowpass filter is switched in at the input to the log converter to provide more averaging for the noise signal. Switch 51 is then activated only two times per
second.
The digital circuits also use the output of the log
converter to sense when the attenuator range should
be changed. If the time between the opening of switch
51 and the comparator pulse is less than 5 ms (signal too large), the attenuator is up-ranged. If the time
is greater than 20 ms (signal too low), the attenuator
is down-ranged. The 1S-ms interval between these
points is equivalent to 15 dB, giving a comfortable
overlap of the 10-dB range on each attenuator step.
The attenuator consists of resistive dividers with
taps switched by an eight-channel analog multiplexer under control of the digital system. The control sequence is such that an amplitude measurement
and range correction is always made before a frequency measurement is made. The frequency measuring circuits are thus assured of a suitable signal
level.
Fast-Responding Frequency Measurements
To get 1-Hz resolution in a conventional frequencycounter measurement of an audio frequency, say
4 kHz, a one-second counting time is required. A
sampling rate of 10 per second was desired for the
Models 3551A/3552A so the results of adiustments to

(<10 kHz)

Fig. 5. Frequency multiplier
generatesan output two times the
input for inputs of 10 kHz and
higher, and 20 times higher for
inputsbelow 10 kHz.

the telephone line are immediately apparent to the
craftsman. The counting time was thus made 50 milliseconds, which allows time for an amplitude measurement within each 100-millisecond measurement
interval. To achieve 1-Hz resolution in this time interval, input frequencies lower than 10 kHz are multiplied by a factor of zo before counting. Input frequencies of to kHz and higher are multiplied by 2,
giving IO-Hz resolution with the four-digit counting
circuits.
The frequency-multiplication
circuit is shown in
Fig. 5. A commercially-available integrated-circuit
phase-lock loop is at the core of the circuit. It has a
voltage-controlled oscillator controlled by a phase
detector that compares the input signal to a divideddown version of the VCO output frequency. The VCO
is thus locked to a multiple of the input frequency.
Digital Control
The operating simplicity of these instruments results from the use of a digital processor to manipulate the raw measurement information. The processor monitors the signal level and frequency and the
front-panel control settings, and uses this information to derive control signals for the measurement
routines and for the display.
The digital processor [Fig. 6) is an algorithmic
state machine (ASM) that uses MSICs fmedium-scale
integrated circuits) and 8000 bits of memory in lowcost ROMs. It is divided into two parts, a control section and a display section, although functions overIap somewhat.
A four-digit counter that is part of the display section
performs measurements of both level and frequency.
It counts 100-kHz pulses for the duration of the log
converter's measurement interval to derive a digital
number proportional to signal level. During the
50-ms frequency measuring interval, it counts the
output of the frequency-multiplier circuit (Fig. 5J.
At the end of a frequency measurement interval,
the counter's contents are latched into a register and
held there for direct application to the display. The
contents of the latch register are scanned digit-by-digit and applied to a seven-segment decoder that
drives the display LEDs one at a time. Scans occur
2500 times per second.
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At the end of an amplitude measurement,the register contents are used as an address to find a new
number in the display ROM according to the measurementbeing made. For example,in tone measurements, a O-dBminput signal results in a log converter
time interval of tO ms (1000 counts). This is displayed as 0 dBm, A higher count (longer time interval, Iower amplitude) is interpreted by the display
ROM as a larger number (dB below 0 dBm) and it
adds a minus sign to the display. A lower count
(shorter time interval, higher amplitude) is also displayed as a larger number (dB above 0 dBm) but
with a plus sign. Although the counter is unidirectional, it appearsto behaveas a reversible counter because of the ROM processing.
Noise measurements are processed in a similar
manner so the correct number is displayed. In the
case of measurementsof noise-to-ground, the ROM
adds 40 dB to the measurementnumber to correctthe
reading for the signal attenuation caused by the
noise-to-groundinput configuration (seeFig. 3). The
craftsman is never required to add this correction
mentally.
Using firmware to processthe numbers,rather than
adders, registers, and other hardware, reduced the
parts count significantly and hence reduced the cost.
The control section of the digital processoruses a
4K ROM that contains all of the instructions for the
Ievel, noise, and frequency measurements.Through

the qualifier select block, it monitors timing signals
and determines the proper frequency range and the
points at which autoranging is initiated. It partitions
the 100-ms sampling interval into the 2S-ms signal
amplitude measurementinterval and the 50-ms frequency measurementinterval. It issues steady-state
command voltages for opening and closing
switches, and pulsed commands for initiating timerelated functions.
Test and Calibratlon
The control section ROM also contains instructions for a progressiveseriesoftests for troubleshooting both the digital components and analog subsystems. These are internally-accessible tests, which
means that they cannot be accessedby the operator
from the front panel but they can be used as a troubleshooting tool by maintenance personnel, either in
the shop or in the field. Tests may be conducted in
either a fixed informational display mode, which
indicates proper operation of the test routines and
thus the instrument, or a dynamic response mode
using an oscilloscope,which allows individual IC's,
circuits, and subsystemsto be examined at normal
operating repetition rates. Some of the tests that can
be performed are:
r High-speed exercising of all transfers,resets,command outputs, and flip-flops to assure their proper
operation.

r Monitoring the display ROM outputs to check
proper operation of the ROM and its associated circuitry.
r Fast or slow repetitive operation of the analog
autoranging circuitry to check proper gains and transient responses.
One of the cost-saving features of these instruments is the inclusion of two test sockets that allow
connection to a calculator-controlled test system.
The inclusion of a digital controller in the Models
3551A/3552A made it relatively simple to make most
of the pertinent information available to the HP Interface Bus.1 It was thus possible to design a calculatorcontrolled test system that assures that the necessary
calibrations are performed. It also checks more
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points than would have been possible manually
while at the sametime reducing test time. The system automatically sets a digital voltmeter and a
synthesizer to the proper ranges, checks the frontpanel control settings of the instrument under test,
tells the technician the adjustment to make, and
checls that the calibration is within prescribed limits.
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A ComputerSystemfor Analog
Measurementson Voiceband
DataChannels
Besides making nine data-channelperformancelesfs
automaticallyin /ess than two minutes,fhis new TransmissionParameterAnalyzeris capable of a much broader
range of measurements.
by Stephan G. Cline, Robert H. Perdriau, and Roger F. Rauskolb

ANKIND TODAY POSSESSESa truly staggering ability to disseminateinformation. Much
of this ability depends upon networks that transmit information in the form of electrical signals to the far
corners of the earth and deep into space. Over the past
decade, it has become necessary to transmit a growing volume of information at higher speeds and with
greatly increased accuracy and reliability. This has
led to the imposition of increasingly stringent performance requirements on the transmission networks
and the components that comprise them.
The 5453A Transmission Parameter Analyzer
(TPA), Fig. 1, has been developed to aid in the design,
manufacture, installation, and maintenance of today's
high-performance voice-grade communication channels and components. Transmission parameters are the
properties of an electrical path that must be suitably
controlied if information is to be successfully transmitted over the path. The path may be a simple amplifier,
for which frequency response, noise, and distortion
are the primary parameters of interest, or it may be as
complex as a long-haul telephone channel that must
be optimized for high-speed data transmission.
The 54534 TPA performs digital signal analysis,
measuring signal properties using computational
techniques rather than analog circuitry. No hardware
detectors, demodulators, or signal generators of the
type normally found in analog instrumentation are
incorporated in the 5453A. New measurements may
be implemented, or existing measurements modified,
purely through software. Programs can be written in
either FORTRAN or BASIC together with a simple
calculator-like language. The 5453A also offers significant advantages in terms of speed and accuracy
when compared to equivalent analog instrumentation.
The system is capable of both stimulus-response
(network analyzer) or response-only (spectrum analyzer, power meter, counter) measurements. A repre-

sentative list of measurements appears in Table I.
There are two categories, one consisting of general
measurements that may be useful in a broad range of
applications, and the other consisting of nine characteristics of voiceband data channels that are commonlv measured in North America. The 5468A Trans-

Fig. 1 Model 5453A TransmissionParameter Analyzer is
both a general-purposesttmulus-responselest instrument
and a special-purposeanalyzer for performance tesls on
voicebanddata channelsand components.Table/ /isfssome
of its capabilities.
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Stimulus Generation
Virtually any desired stimulus may be quickly and
easily designed from the CRT terminal. The stimulus
may be as simple as a sine wave or as complex as
pseudorandom noise. It may be described as a waveform in the time domain or as a spectrum in the frequency domain. In the latter case, the user has complete control of both the amplitude and the phase of
each spectral component.
Spectra and the corresponding waveforms can be
designed in minutes, stored in the mass memory, and
retrieved either on command from the operator or
automatically by the measurement program. Before
output, the waveform is represented in the computer
memory by a block of ro-bit words, each word representing one time sample of the waveform. To convert
this to an analog signal, the 5453A has a 13-bit DAC
followed by programmable gain circuitry. A combination of block scaling and gain setting is used to
achieve the desired peak or rms power output. Signals can be generated over a range of 0 to -40 dBm
with distortion products down 60 dB.
The number of words per block is variable in
powers of 2 from a minimum of 64 to a maximum of
4096. The number is selected along with the scanning rate to achieve the frequency range and resolution required in a given application. Generation of
the test signal is accomplished by causing the program to read the block out through one of the computer's high-speed direct memory access (DMA)
channels to the DAC. This process may be continued for as long as desired, resulting in a periodic signal being applied to the test device. The frequency
range is limited by the settling time of the DAC and
the DMA rate of the computer. Frequencies up to 10
kHz may be generated by the 54b3A.

ponder (see box, page 16) is used with the TPA for
many of the data-circuit measurements.
A simple block diagram of the system appears in
Fig. 2. A digital-to-analog converter (DAC), together
with suitable filtering and impedance matching,
generatesthe desired stimulus. On the response side
of the device being tested, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) samples the incoming waveform and
prepares it for digital processing. The mass memory
provides storage for measurement and analysis programs, test stimuli, test results, and other data that
may be required for a measurement, such as digital
filters. A CRT terminal serves as the sole operator
interface. From it, programs can be prepared and
executed and tabular results displayed. No manual
controls are present or necessary. An optional CRT
display provides graphical output.

Table I
RepresentativeMeasurementCapabilities of the 5453A
Gain/Loss
Phase
EnvelopeDelay
Frequency
Power
Noise

NonlinearDistortion
lmpedance
FrequencyModulation
Phase Modulation
AmplitudeModulation
ConversionLoss

Characteristicsof Four-Wire Data Circuits
Measured by the 5453A/5468A
AttenuationDistortion
EnvelopeDelay Distortion
Level
MessageCircuitNoise
C-NotchedNoise

PhaseJitter
Intermodulation
Distortion
FrequencyShift
Single-Frequency
Interference

5478A System lntertace
Direct DigitaFto-Analog
Conveiler Output

Direct Channel B
Input (Optional)
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Fig. 2. TransmissionParameter
Analyzerblock diagram.A digitalto-analog converterprovides
stimulus signals for the network
being tested. Analog to-digital
converterssample the network's
response. Parametersof tnterest
are then computed digitally.

Digital Processing
On the responseside of the 54534, the incoming
waveform from the test device is sampledby the ADC
and convertedto a block of 16-bit words representing
successivetime values of the input. The incoming
waveform may have been generatedby the DAC and
distorted by the test device, or it may be an external
signal. From this point, digital processing in either
the time domain or the frequency domain is used to
extract the pertinent information.
Becausesampling is used asthe meansof gathering
the raw data, we must, of course,be aware of the constraints imposed by aliasing, leakage, and quantizing noise.l The balanced, voice-frequency ports of
the 54534 are provided with seven-poleelliptical
filters that keep aliased products down at least
50 dB. For applications outside of the filter frequency
range, the direct DAC output and ADC inputs must
be provided with suitable anti-aliasing filters. Input frequenciesgreater than 100 kHz can be accommodated. Leakage is reduced by using Hanning or
other appropriate windows on the data or, in some
cases,by measuring the amount of leakage and accounting for it. Dynamic range greaterthan 70 dB is
obtainedand the systemnoise floor over the voice frequency band is approximately -90 dBm.
Digital signal analysis,by its very nature, involves
operations on or between blocks of data words.
These operations include block arithmetic, forward
and inverse Fourier and Hilbert Transforms, power
spectrum, convolution, correlation, integration, and
so on.1'2In most practical situations, an ordered sequence of such operationsmust be performed on the
raw input data. Programsto accomplish this may be
written in FORTRAN. However, an alternative software approach, developed for the 5453A, provides a
simple keyboard language that may be used to call
for any desired sequence of block operations. The
name "keyboard" derives from the fact that any
block operation may be programmed by pressing at
most two keys on the CRT terminal. Eachblock opera-

tion can be executed and the results displayed immediately upon entry. In this mode the 5453A is used
very much like a general-purposescientific calculator.
Engineering personnel can learn to operate the system in one or two hours.
Once the desired keyboard program has been
written, it can be executed directly or, more typically, it can be stored in the disc memory and retrieved
and executed using a CALL statement from a FORTRAN or BASIC controlling program. Both the controlling and keyboard programs have accessto any
datablocks storedin the disc memory. The disc memory is also used to transfer data from one program
to another. In this manner, measurementdata resulting from the execution of a keyboardprogram is available to the controlling program for further computation, formatting and output, or decision making. In
addition, data may be synthesizedby the controlling
program and passedto a keyboardprogram for use in
a specific measurement.The disc memory is capable
of storing a large number of keyboard programs,
any one of which can be executedat will by the controlling program. The result is that powerful digital
signal analysis capabilities are now available in the
context of standard engineering-oriented computer
languages.
The number of possibilities for digital processing
of the raw data is large and they cannot all be discussedin this article. We will discuss two examples
that illustrate processingof steady-stateand random
signals and then look at an example of using the
5453A to generateor simulate a desired impairment.
MeasuringInsertionLoss and Phase
As a first example,supposeit is desired to measure
the insertion loss and phase of a two-port network.
Insertion loss and phase are defined as follows:
Insertion Loss

:

Insertion Phase :

20 Log [V"(f)/VN(fl]

(1)

[0"(f] - dN(01

(2)

Fig. 3, A typical insertion lossmeasurementon a two-port network showing the spectrum (a) of
the test signalgenerated by the TPA,the test signal itselt(b), and the network's nsertlon /oss (c,)
computed by the TPA.
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where the "o" subscript refers to conditions at the
load with the source directly connected, and the
"N" subscript refersto conditions at the load with the
network inserted.V(f) and {(f) are voltage and phase
expressedas a function of frequency.Further assume
that the measurementis to be made at the frequencies
containedin the spectrumof Fig. 3a.
A simple program to accomplish this measurement might first instruct the operator to bypass the
network and connect the source directly to the load.
It would then generatethe waveform of Fig. 3b, corresponding to the spectrum of Fig. 3a. Next it would
sample the DAC output, deriving a 512-word block
of data (representing,in this case,a 64-ms time record), and compute the complex spectrum.In practice,
severalsuch records would be sampled and averaged
to reduce the effect of external noise. The resulting
averagedspectrum would be saved, the operator instructed to insert the network, and the process
repeated. We now have two complex spectrums,
V.(0/0"(0 and Vn(flidN(0.Performing the calculations
indicated in equations 1 and 2 yields the desired redB and -r0.2 degreeare obsult. Accuraciesof -+-0.1
tainable, and the measurementcan be accomplished
in only a few seconds.Fig. 3c illustrates the results
of an insertion-loss measurement on a simulated
communication channel.
Noise Measurements
The measurement of noise is perhaps one of the
most common maintenance activities in telecommunications,and the 5453A offersseveralcapabilities
in this area. A conventional measurement of noise
might be modeledas shown in Fig. 4. In the caseof a
telecommunication channel, the input signal spectrum S**(f)may be zero (input terminated), or it may
represent a holding tone intended to bias compandored facilities to their normal operating points for
continuous signals. In the latter case,the tone is removed by including a notch at the appropriate frequency in the transfer function of the weighting network. In either event, the weighted spectrum Srr(0 is
indicated on an rms-responding power meter.

Snn(f)

Fig. 4. Model illustrating the measurement of noise. The
5,,(f) represent complex voltage spectra as functions of
frequency. The transfer function of the weighting network is
H(f).

From the model we write:

syy(0: H1qx [s*(0 + s""(0]
or, for S*(0 : 0
Syy(0: H(f)*s""111

(4)

Since we are interested in power, we multiply each
factor in equation 4 by its complex conjugate and
write:

cyy(fl : lH(fJl''t G,,,,(f)

(5)

In words, the weighted noise power spectrumis equal
to the unweighted power spectrum multiplied by
the squaredmagnitude of the transfer function of the
weighting network.
The measurementis implemented with the 5453A
TPA by first causing the TPA to gather a record (data
block) representing the waveform associatedwith
S.,"(0. From this raw data, the complex spectrum
S,,(f) is computed, followed by computation of the
power spectrum G""(0. In practice, this process is
repeated several times and the computed Go,(fl are
averaged to obtain a reliable estimate of the noise
power spectrum.With an estimateof G,,,,(f)available,
the desired weighting is applied in accordancewith
equation5. The weighting function, lHtfl l', may be
obtained by actual measurement of a physical network or it may be computed from the ratio of polynomials that describe the network. In either case,it is
most often stored in the mass memory and used as
needed.The resulting datablock,representingGry(0,
is then integrated to obtain the total (mean square)
weighted noise power. Specific frequencies,such as
60 Hz and its significant harmonics, may be eliminated by excluding them from the limits of integration.
The resultant data block is then passed,via the mass
memory, to the controlling program, where it is convertedto the appropriateunits (dBm, dBrnC,etc.)for
output.
Each of the stepsis called for by simple keystrokes
and, once programmed,may be repeatedas desired.
It is possibleto apply any number of weightings without repeating the measurement.The power spectrum
is available and may be scanned by the controlling
program to determine the frequency and level of any
interfering tones that may be present. A typical flatweighted noise power spectrum with an interfering
tone at l kHz and -53 dBm is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Finally, if S**(f) is non-zero-representing, for example, the output of a data set-it is possibleto check
for proper operation as regards both the frequencies
and power level transmitted.
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ei (t) : Acosat + BcosBt
-50dBm

(7)

Substituting (7) into (6), applying the appropriate
identities, and assuming A:B for simplicity, we
obtain:
eo(t): xr42 * arA(cosat+cosBt)

.=
o
o
It
o

+lzarAz (cos\at + cosZBt)
+arA2lcos(a-F)t + cos(a+B)t l

Fig, 5. Typical flat-weighted noise power spectrum computed by the TPA.An interfering tone is apparent.

Simulating lmpairments
Digital signal analysis can also be used to simulate
known impairments. Fig. 6a shows the power spectrum of a clean test signal containing energy at 7O3
and 1.1.72Hz. Such a signal might be used as a stimulus when performing measurements of intermodulation distortion.
Suppose that we have devised a system for measuring the second-order intermodulation distortion
of a device using the signal in Fig. 6a as a stimulus,
and we wish to test this measurement system. To do
this we need a means of creating known and variable
degrees of second-order distortion. The design and
construction of a physical device to do this is expensive and time-consuming. An alternative is to use
the computational ability of the 5453A to generate
known distortions.
We begin by assuming a nonlinear device transfer
function given by:
(6)
eo(t) : alei(t)+a2ei2(t)
where a, is the linear component of the transfer function and a, is related to the degree of second-order
nonlinearity. Next, we describe our test stimulus as:

(8)

The output contains a dc component, linear terms
at a and B, second harmonics, and sum and differencefrequencies.Second-orderdistortion is the ratio
of the power at the sum and differencefrequenciesto
the power at the fundamentals. By selecting a, and
A, it is possibleto compute a, for any desired amount
of second-orderdistortion.
The input spechum can now be enteredinto a data
block, transformed to the time domain, and the calculations indicated by equation 6 performed. The
result is a test signal that can be used directly to
evaluate system performance. Fig. 6b illustrates a
test signal of this type as it appearson a swept spectrum analyzer while being output by the DAC.
This example is also an excellent illustration of the
potential speed advantageof digital signal analysis.
The spectrum in Fig. 6b was taken with an analog
spectrum analyzer over a 2-kHz sweep width with
3-Hz resolution. Approximately one-half hour was
required for a single sweep. The same result, over a
wider bandwidth, with equivalent resolution and
dynamic range can be computed by the 5453A in
approximately twelve seconds.
TelephoneChannelMeasurements
The testing of telephone circuits used for the transmission of high-speed data is a difficult problem.
While many different types of voice-gradedata channels areavailable,we will limit our discussionto twopoint, private-line, four-wire circuits. Such a circuit

Fig. 6. Spectrum of a typical
stimulus signal fot intermodulation
distortion measurements (a), and
the spectrum of a typical response
(b). ln this case lhe response
signal was generated by the
5 4 5 3 A a n d c o n t a i n sa k n o w n
amount of intermodulation distortion. It could be used lo lest
a distortion-measuring system.
Other known impairments are
also easily generated.
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Fig, 7. Two-point private fourwire data circuits like this one can
be measured in both directions
from the test center by the 54534.
Circuits not passing through the
test center can also be tested.

might be laid out asshown in Fig.7 . Severaltransmission media may be used between intermediate points
along the circuit, including PCM, FDM cable,and microwave systems.The user leasesthe circuit from a
common carrier and it is available to him on a fulltime basis.
Most transmission systems were originally designed to enablepeople to talk to people. As data traffic has increasedin volume, speed, and importance,
a number of circuit characteristics.most of which
offer little or no degradationto voice traffic, have become significant. A Iist of the parameterspresently
measured on data circuits by the 5453A appears in
Table I. The interestedreaderunfamiliar with the terminology will find additional information in references 3 and 4. The parametersencompasssuch fundamental characteristicsas insertion loss, power, frequency, noise, distortion, and incidental modulation.
A circuit like that of Fig. 7 may be tested from end
to end or between any two points at which voice-frequency accessis available.Assume that a 5453A is locatedin the test center and that we wish to characterize the portion of the circuit from that office to user location B. The transmit and receive sides of the circuit
could be connected together at the user location.
This would form a loop and the line could be treated
as a two-port network by the 5453A. However, this
approach does not make it possible to separatethe
characteristicsof the two sidesof the circuit. Its major
usefulnesslies in the ability to characterizea knowngood circuit on a looped basis and to save the result
in the mass memory. Subsequenttroubles may then
be traced to either the circuit or the terminal equipment by repeating the measurement and detecting
changesfrom the benchmark. This can normally be
accomplished without dispatching a trained repairman to the remote location.
The 54684 Transponder has been developed to
provide for two-way measurementsbetween distant
Iocations. When connected to the circuit at the user
location, it can be commanded automatically from
the 5453A to generatethe test signals required for

measurementof the receive line or to processsignals
generatedby the 5453A in a manner that allows the
transmit-line characteristics to be calculated (see
box, page 16).
With the equipment in place, the operatorrequests
any or all of the transmission parameter measurements listed in Table I. The 5453A will make all nine
measurementsin both directions on the circuit in approximately two minutes. Fig. 8 illustrates the data
output.
Other capabilities of the program include storage,
retrieval, and purging of test results in the massmemory. It is also possible to compare data to a benchmark or to specificationsthe circuit must meet. Data
taken on two segmentsof a circuit may be combined
to yield the overall characteristics.Operator interaction with the program is purely conversational,allowing him to accomplish complex tasks rapidly
with a minimum amount of training.
OtherApplications
The 5453A is not limited to testing installed communication channels. The same approach could be
applied equally well, for example, to end-to-end
checkout of a complete communications system on
.floor.
the production
The speed of digital techniques makes it feasibleto do 100% testing and have
complete records even for high-capacity systems.
Additional 54534 applications are to be found in
the design and testing of all types of communications equipment, such as data sets, facsimile transceivers,equalizers,multiplex-channel modems,telephone sets, and loop extenders.
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Portable Transponder Allows
Two-Way Data Channel Measurements
Whenused with the 54534 Transmissron
ParameterAnalyzer
(TPA),the HP 54684Transponder,
Fig.1, providesthe capabilityto characterize
four-wirevoice-gradefacilitiesautomatically
in both directionsof transmission.
Controlof the transponder
is
by meansof codedcommandtonesgeneratedby the TPA.The
transponderprovidesthe test signalsneededto characterize
the receiveline and conditionstest signalsreceivedfrom the
TPA so the systemcan computethe transmitline characteristics.The automaticfeaturecan be overriden,allowingmanual
measurements
of receivedleveland noisewithouttyingup the
TPA.

I

Digital
Clock

Fig. 2. Transversal filters are used in the transponder to
generate low-distortion lest signals.

P'r'fl]:irg
"1"@'
.F-.

l e n g t h )p s e u d o r a n d o mb i n a r y s e q u e n c e .T h e f i n a l o u t p u t
signalis thenobtainedby multiplication
usingthe circuitshown
i n F i g .3 .
For measurements
on the transmitline commandtones are
sent from the TPA to programthe transponderinto its signalconditioningmodes of operation.Attenuationand envelope
delay distortionare measuredby causingthe transponderto
provide an equal-levelloopback.The characteristics
of the
transponderand the receive line are then subtractedfrom
the measurement
of the entirelooo.
Measurement
of noisewithtoneon thetransmitlineis accomplishedby first passingthe receivedsignalthrougha 20-dB
notchfilter.Withthetonereducedin amplitudeby 20 dB, the entirespectrum(noiseplustone)ls given20 dB of gain beforebeing loopedback on the receiveline.Thus noiseon the recerve
line has a negligibleeffecton the measurement.
The TpA removesthe weightingeffectof the receiveline,
The measurement
of intermodulation
distortionis achieved
by notchingout the 703-Hztone priorto loopback.Therefore,
whileharmonicdistortionproductsmay be formedas a resultof
transmission
overthe receiveline,thereare no intermodulation
products.Once again,the previouslymeasuredfrequencyresponse of the receiveline is used by the TPA to compute
distortion.

r${siltr

1

Fig, 1. 5468A Transponderworks with 54534 Transmission
ParameterAnalyzerto characterizetransmitand receive ltnes
of data circuits.
Threetestsignalsare providedby thetransponder
to charact e r i z et h e r e c e i v el i n e .A p u r e 1 0 1 5 . 6 2 5 - Hhzo l d i n gt o n e i s
used to measurefrequencyshift,phasejitter,noisewith tone,
.1-kHz
and
loss.Intermodulation
distortionreouiresat leasttwo
tones,and a thirdtoneis added at 7apowerto bettersimulatean
actualdata signal.Attenuationand envelopedelay distortion
are measuredusing a broadbandsignalcontaining.16tone
pairs.Thetransponder
alsoprovidesa 600-ohmtermination
on
the receiveline for no{one noisemeasurements.
.10'15.625-Hz
The
tonemusthavelowincidentalphasemodul a t i o n( < 0 . 1 " ) s, t a b l ea m p l i t u d e( < 0 . 0 5d B d r i f t )a, n d a n a c c u r a t e f r e q u e n c y( * 0 . 0 2 5 H z ) . T h e f r e q u e n c ya c c u r a c y r e quirementimpliedthat a crystalwas necessary,whilethe low
phasemodulation
requirement
ruledouta phase-lockloop.The
approachtakenin the transponderis to use a transversal
filter
to converta stabledigitalclock into a sine wave with the desired characteristics.
The circuit is illustratedin Fig. 2. Second-orderdistortion
of leqpthan70 dB is typicalof sucha filter.
Threetransversal
filtersare used to generatethe intermodulation distortiontest signal.The three frequenciesare 703,
1 1 7 2 ,a n d 1 2 1 8H z .
The thirdtest signalcontains16 pairsof sidebandsspaced
+7BHz aboutsuppressedcarriersspaced250 Hz apart.Amplitudesand relativephasedifferencesmust be stableand uniform frorhone transponderto another.The 7B-Hzmodulation
signalis generatedusing the transversalfilterapproach.The
(4 ms total
carriersare generatedusing a 63-clock-period

Subtracts 78 Hz from

Fig. 3. fest slgnal for envelopedelay distortionand attenuaton measurements is generated by nultiplying a 7B-Hz signal by a pseudorandombinary sequence (PRBS).
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A PrecisionSpectrumAnalyzerfor the
10-Hz-to-13-MHz
Range
Adaptabletoautomaticsystems
orbenchuse,a new spectrumanalyzerhasmeasurement
resolution
of0.01dB,passbandsas narrowas 3 Hz, and a dynamicrangeof 70 dB.
by Jerry W. Danielsand RobertL. Atchley

rn HE SPECTRUM ANALYZER and the network
I analyzer are assuming greater and greater importance as means of evaluating the performance of
electronic circuits and devices. The network analyzer gives complete information about the amplitude and phase performance of linear networks
while the spectrum analyzer evaluates the amplitude
performance of both linear and nonlinear networks.
The spectrum analyzer is a single-channel instrument that selects and measures the amplitudes of the
individual frequencies that make up a complex signal. It is thus able to detect and measure the distortion and intermodulation products of nonlinear networks.
The network analyzer is a dual-channel instrument that compares the amplitudes and phases of
two signals, usually the input and output of a network or device. It is normally not suitable for measurements involving nonlinear networks because it
is designed on the assumption that only one frequency at a time will be at its input. The method of
heterodyning signals within the network analyzer
could cause spurious responses if the input signal
were distorted or otherwise contained more than one
frequency.

modulation responses are below the measurement
range of the instrument.
The new spectrum analyzer has accuracy and precision normally not associated with spectrum analyzers. It has an amplitude resolution of O.Ot dB, an
accuracy of -10.05to -t-1.15 dB, depending on the signal level and frequency, a dynamic range of zo dB
and a measurement range of tSo dB. The analyzer's
passband is selectable in steps from 10 kHz down to 3
Hz, the stability of both the analyzer and the synthesizer used as the local oscillator being such that the
3-Hz bandwidth is practical even at 13 MHz. The frequency of a signal component can be determined
well within 1 Hz. Typical measurement results are
shown in Fig. 2.
Some of the measurements for which this high-precision instrument is especially useful are harmonic
and intermodulation distortion in amplifiers, powerline sidebands and harmonic levels in oscillators, RF
and LO feedthrough in mixers, and frequency translation errors in communications repeaters. It can also
setve as a frequency-response test set for high-precision measurements, such as amplitude errors in the
up-converted channels of multiplex communications systems.

A New Spectrum Analyzer
Some two years ago, a network analyzer for measuring the magnitude and phase characteristics of signals in linear networks over a frequency range of s0
Hz to 13 MHz was introduced (Model 3570AJ.1The
accuracy and ready adaptability of this instrument to
systems use have now been incorporated in a new
spectrum analyzer, Model 3s71,A, for measurements
of complex signals over this same frequency range
(and down to 10 Hz). This new instrument (Fig. 1)
performs waveform signal analysis with full assurance that all internally-generated image and inter-

Remote Control
Besides being operable from the front panel, the
new spectrum analyzer is also programmable
through the HP Interface Bus.2 Every front-panel
switch position (except for the oN/oFF switch) is assigned an ASCII code so it can be selected by a system controller. The analyzer can thus be incorporated into calculator-controlled automatic measurement systems (Fig. 3) that can manipulate the data so
it can be presented in more meaningful form. For example, it can function as a high-precision distortion
analyzer by providing a mathematically exact sum-
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Fig.1. Model 35714 Tracking
Spectrum Analyzer (lower unit)
works over a 10-Hz-to-13-MHz
range using one of the HP synthesizers (upper unit) as a local
oscillator. The combination of
analyzerand synthesizeris known
as the Model 3044A Spectrum
Analyzer.

mation of the individually-measured distortion products. An automatic system not only speeds measurements, removes the tedium from repetitive measurements, and facilitates a high degree of data manipulation, but it also provides a means for enhancing measurement accuracy by using calibration routines to
store the results of reference measurements and then
using these to correct actual measurements.

spectrum analyzer but it differs in the characteristics
of its selective filters, which have a rounded response curve that minimizes ringing during a frequency sweep, rather than the wave analyzer's
squared-off response curve.
Because the front-panel of the new Model 3571.A
Tracking Spectrum Analyzer resembles neither the
traditional spectrum analyzer nor a wave analyzer, a
Iook at the controls can be informative. First of all,
there is no tuning control on the instrument itself. It
was designed to work with the offset frequency signal from either the HP Model 3320A/B Frequency
Synthesizer or the Model 3330AiB Automatic Frequency Synthesizer. Tuning the synthesizer tunes
the analyzer, the frequency of the synthesizer corresponding to the center frequency of the analyzer's

Information Display
To obtain the high resolution that the accuracy of
this instrument makes possible, it has a digital readout rather than the CRT display commonly associated with spectrum analyzers (however it has an
analog output for a CRT display). Superficially it resembles the traditional wave analvzer more than a
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Fig, 2. Typical spectra recorded
by a 3045A calculator-controlled
spectrum analyzer systern based
on the Model 35714 Tracking
SpectrumAnalyzer. Therecording
at far left was made during a twotone intermodulation test of an
amplifier using input frequencies
of 101 and 102 kHz. The oddorder intermodulation products
are cleaily shown. The recording
at near /eft shows the output of a
double-balancedmixer fed by a
high-level11-MHzcarrierthrough
the LO port and a mixture ot
1-kHz and lowJevel 1B)-Hz tones
through the RF port. The up-converted 180-Hz signal is clearly
resolvedabout the 11-MHzcarrier.

frequency components from stronger frequencies
close by. Because of the stability of the instrument,
two signals only 15 Hz apart but with an amplitude
difference of SSdB can be resolved. Line-related sidebands more than 70 dB down can be resolved.
Measurement results may be displayed in a variety
of measurement units. With the DISPLAyREFERENCE
switch in the dBV position, the display reads dB with
respect to 1 volt no matter what the input impedance
may be. With the switch in the dBm position, the
instrument displays the measured power in the selected input impedance (either 50O, 7sf,), or an external
position the
600.f)).With the switch in the RELATIVE
instrument displays a dB reading relative to a previously established reference. For example, a reading
in either the dBV or dBm position can be stored as a
reference by pressing the nNrEn OFFSETbutton, establishing this signal level as the 0.00 dB level. Then
with the switch moved to the RELATIVE
position, all
further readings are displayed as so many dB above or
below this reference. This is handy for reading the
level of harmonics with respect to the fundamental.
This arrangement also allows the user to calibrate
the instrument with respect to some other impedance level. With an external termination of the deFig. 3. Ihe Model3571ATrackingSpectrumAnalyzeralso
sired impedance attached, the user supplies a known
functionsunderprogrammable
calculatorcontrolthroughthe
0-dBm signal and presses the ENTERoFFSETbutton.
HPlnterface Bus,givinganautomatic
measurement
anddataSubsequent measurements made with the switch in
rerfitainasvstcmthatShortens
testttmeand de)reasesthe
the
nnrRrrvn position will then be direct reading in
possibility
of measurement
error.A packagedcalculatorterms of this impedance level.
basedsysternthat includesthe analyzeris knownas the
Model3045AAutomatic
SpectrumAnalyzer.
The analog equivalent of the stored reference is
subtracted from the analog output voltage allowing
passband (it is for this reason that it is known as a
expanded-scale visualization of a portion ofthe specTracking Spectrum Analyzer).
trum on a CRT display or X-Y recording.
The controls that are on the analyzer have to do
with bandwidth, signal level, units of measurement
in the display, and input impedance. The input impeBlock Diagram Overview
dance is selectable to allow use of the analyzer in a
As other spectrum/wave analyzers do, the Model
variety of measurement situations. The 50O and 75O
3571A heterodynes the input signal to an intermeinput impedances match a wide range of high-frediate frequency for narrowband filtering. A block diaquency devices and are especially useful for measuregram is shown in Fig. 4. The input signal is mixed
ments in communications systems. The 1MO input
with the synthesizer offset frequency to derive a
impedance allows the user to supply his own terminZO-MHz intermediate frequency (the synthesizer offation for other impedance levels, and it also allows a
set frequency is precisely 20 MHz higher than the
conventional oscilloscope probe to be used for highsynthesizer main output). The up-conversion to 20
impedance circuit probing.
MHz places the image frequencies in a range of 40 to
Full-scale input amplitude ranges are from 3.16V
53 MHz, which are easily attenuated more than 80 dB
rms to 1 mV rms in eight 10-dB steps with a full
by a low-pass filter at the input.
70-dB dynamic range on each step. An OVERLOAD
The 20-MHz output of the mixer is filtered to reindicator flashes if the signal exceeds the input
move unwanted mixer products and then down-conrange.
verted to 100 kHz for the filtering that establishes the
As mentioned earlier, the passband is selectable
instrument's passband. An IF of 100 kHz was chosen
from 3 Hz to 10 kHz in a 1-3-10 sequence.The wider
to permit the use of narrow-band crystal filters.
passbands permit relatively fast sweeps over a wide
The filtered IF is then processed by an amplifier
band for a quick, overall look at a spectrum. The narwhose output is logarithmically proportional to the
row passbands make it possible to isolate low-level
input. This amplifier, a hybrid IC similar to that used
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Flg.4. Simplified block diagram of the Model 3571A Tracking Spectrum Analyzer.

in other HP instruments,3 converts the signal voltage level to the equivalent dB level by compressing
signalsin proportion to their amplitude.
The detector is a peak-to-peaktype. The detector
output, a dc voltage proportional to the log of the signal amplitude, is smoothed in a low-pass filter and
then provided at a rear-panel connector as a Y-axis
output for use by a CRT display or by an X-Y plotter
(an X-axis output is available from the associated
synthesizer).A front-panel switch can slow the filter
responseby a factor of 20 to smooth noisy signals.
The detector output is also convertedto an equivalent digital number by an analog-to-digital converter
and sent to the digital processor.The number is processedin accordancewith the format established by
the settings of the front-panel switches. Offset, dB,
dBV, dBm 50,f1,dBm 75O, dBm 600f,), and input
range all affect the number that is finally displayed.
The difference between the displayed number and
the raw digitized number is converted to an analog
voltage and applied as an offsetto the rear-panelanalog output voltage. The analog output is thus consistent with the digital readout in terms of measurement units (0.1.V : 1 dB).
Analog Circuit Details
Now to examine some of the considerations involved in the design of this instrument. The dynamic
range of a spectrum analyzer is limited by noise at
the low end and intermodulation distortion at the
high end. The design of the input circuits is directed
towards maximizing the difference between these
two extremes.
Low noise is achieved by use of a f-FET buffer am-
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plifier which also gives high input impedance. The
use of the complementary-symmetry configuration
obtains high linearity and very good frequency response. By making the "straight-through" input
range 10 mV rms, the noise level allows the desired
70-dB range to be obtained with the widest bandwidth (10 kHz).
The output of the input amplifier is monitored by
the overload detector, a peak detector driven by an
amplifier that has greaterthan 60-MHz bandwidth to
enable response to out-of-band signals. As long as
the front-panel overload indicator is not illuminated,
the user is assured that the input signal is within
the linear range of the amplifiers, which means that
internally generateddistortion and intermodulation
products are more than 80 dB below the full-scale input range.
Only Two Conversions
The frequency conversion to 20 MHz occurs in an
active double-balancedmixer. After bandpassfiltering, the 2O-MIHzsignal is presented to the second
mixer for conversion down to 100 kHz. The second
mixer's local oscillator frequency (L9.9 MHz) is
phase-lockedto a t-MHz signal from the synthesizer
and is thus in preciserelationship to the first local oscillator frequency.
Since the 100-kHz IF is derived by mixing a 20MHz signal with 19.9MHz, a 19.8-MHzsignal in the
first IF channel would also be converted to t00 kHz.
Normally, this situation would be avoided by having
another IF conversion between the 20-MHz and
100-kHz IF's. Fortunately, we were able to avoid the
extra cost of a third IF channel.not to mention the ad-

Attenuating the Classical Attenuator Problem
The classical attenuatorproblem is encounteredanytimea
device under test is placed betweena single-endedsource
and a single-endeddetector.lt may manifestitself in several
ways:
r Apparentdetectorinaccuraciesat low signallevels;
r Reductionof dynamicrangeat low frequencies;
r Spuriousresponsescausedby common-modesignals.
The basicsof the problemare outlinedin the drawing.This
representsa signal source driving an attenuatorthat is monitored by a detector. Coaxialcables are used, and the test is
beingconductedat frequenciesin the audiorange(at highf requencies,the coaxialcablesbehavemore likebalunsand the
oroblemis not so acute).
To simplifythe discussion,
the attenuator
is set for infiniteattenuation.
lt is easilyseenthatreturncurrentsthroughthe cable
shieldto the signalsourcecan developa voltage,ea, across
the finiteresistanceof the cable shield,R"1.This causesvoltages across R., and Z.
lf the detectorinputresistance,
Rp, is high,the voltagedrop
acrossR", is seen by the detector,so a residualsignalis measured even with infiniteattenuation,
When(Rp + RD)>> Rcz,

ea:

From the figure it is easilyseen that if Z wete zero, which
meansthat the sourceand detectorwould be referencedto the
sameground,the fullvoltageof euwould be measuredby the
detector. Consider a 50,f) system using two 4{oot lengths of
RG/58Ucable with an infiniteattenuatorbetween.Whatwould
be the real attenuation?
R c r : R c z : 2 0 m O a n d R . + R r - r: 1 0 0 0 , l f Z w e r e e q u a l
to zero,then:

"p _ eq><l!:t)_l?g,.loJ +_80 dB
es

IncreasingZ to 1O yields:

eo
es

R c l ( R c 2+ Z )
cs

and,
R^,
eo =^-i=eu
-f

: eg .l!:!?o=:_l!:1

100 (1.0004)

+_108dB

thus,a smallincreasein Z resultsin a significantreductionin
e9. A similaranalysisshows that common-modevoltages
caused by ground loopsare also reducedby increasingZ.
IncreasingZ, however,would not allowthe barrelof the frontpanelBNC connector,whichis connectedto signalground,to
be tied directlyto earthground.The classicalattenuatorerror
was reducedin the Model3571Awithoutfullyfloatingthe input
connectorby makingZ a saturable-core
inductorwound with
#17 wire.Thishas practicallyzero impedanceat dc but a finite
impedanceat f requencieswherethe classicalattenuator
problem exists.On the otherhand a largepowerlinesignalthrough
Z, such as mightoccur with a groundingerror,wouldsaturate
the core, reducingthe impedanceof Z to less than one ohm.
This is why the inputto the Model3571A is not describedas
"floating",but as "isolatedat low frequencies".
The potentialreductionin measurementerrors achieved by
this arrangement
is shownby the graph below.Thiswas made
by the Model3571A measuringthe outputof a 120-dBattenuator fed by a one-voltsignal suppliedthrougha 4Joot cable
(bandwidth:3 Hz; range: 1 mV; smoothing:on).

( R s + R L i ( R c 1+ R c 2+ Z ) + R c 1 ( R c 2 + Z )

l1^c

1 0 0 ( 4 0x 1 0 - 3 )

L

The object is to reducethe detectorsignal,eo, to zero,or at
least to insignificantproportions.This would occur if either
R"1 or R"2 were zero, but this would be difficultto achieve.
lncreasing(Rs + RL1)andlorZ would also reduce ee but R.
and R11are fixed by the measuringsystem,whichleavesZ as
the onlyvariableavailablefor manipulation.
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ditional problems with intermodulation and noise
that another mixer would introduce, by use of a
2O-MHzfilter that attenuates19.8 MHz more than 80
dB.
The 20-MHz filter consists of two cascadedtwopole crystal filters, one of which is shown in Fig. b.
Stagger-tuningthe crystals gives a bandwidth of gO
kHz. However, at 19.8 MHz the currents through the
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1k

10k

100 k

1 MHz

shunt capacitances of the two crystals are exactly
equal and of opposite phase, cancelling at point A
and giving a transmission zero at 19.8 MHz. Signals
at 19.8 MHz are attenuated more than 50 dB in each
stage, more than adequate to meet demands.
lF Stability
The 100-kHz IF is where all of the bandwidth selec-

tion and most of the gain occurs. The filters are all
5-pole synchronously-tuned types with a -3dB to
-60dB shapefactor of rO. The responsecurve is approximately Gaussian.The three widest passbands
are derived from high-Q LC tanks while the rest are
crystal derived. A single set of five crystals is used
with loading resistors to broaden the bandwidth
when required.
Frequency drift in narrowband filters can cause
problems, When using the 3-Hz bandwidth, a drift of
1 Hz, althoughonly 0.001%at 100 kHz, would cause
significant measurement errors. This problem was
minimized by incorporating a 100-kHz oscillator in
the 19.9-MHz phase-lockedlocal oscillator circuit
(Fig. +). The 100-kHzcrystal of this oscillator is the
sametype used for the IF filters; in fact, all six crystals are supplied as a matched set. Therefore, any
drift in the IF center frequency is matched by a compensating drift in the local oscillator.
DigitalSystemDetails
The digital machine in the 3571A is a 16-bit binary
serial processorusing 8K of ROM. It has four major
functions: the measurementtoutine, the data entty,
the data output, and the calculation of the analog
output.
The measurement routine is the data gathering
process.Here the controller commandsthe analog-todigital converter to digitize the output of the log amplifier. The output of the digitizer is then manipulated according to the program in the program storage
(PS)register.The controller doesthis by interrogating
the "PS" registerand checking to seewhat amplitude
range is in use. It then subtractsor adds a number to
correctthe reading to dBV (tV : OdBV).
The controller now must check to seeif the answer
is to be displayed in dBV, dBm, or dB relative to a
stored number. If it is to be displayed in dBV, it continues with the binary-to-BCD conversion for display. If the displayed answer is to be in dB relative to
some reference, this reference, which was stored
in memory by the data routine, is subtractedfrom the
dBV answer. If the program calls for a dBm display,
the controller again corrects the dBV answer by the
appropriate factor for the selectedterminating impedance[50O,75O, or 600OJ.
In any casethe binary answer must be convertedto
BCD for display purposes.This is done by hardware.
The binary data is shifted into a binary-to-decimal
converter with the most significant bits first. At the
end of the shifting a BCD answeris storedin the register and is latched into the displays. It may also be
output to the HP interface bus (HP-IB).
The data entry routine is primarily used to bring in
data from the HP-IB for remote control of the 3571A.
The 3571A,exceptfor the power switch, is complete-
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ly programmable with all control executed through
the PS register. During local control, the front-panel
switches are parallel loaded into the PS register but
under remote control the front-panel controls are
Iocked out and the contents of the PS register may
be changed only by data from the HP-IB.
switch during local conPushing the rurrn oFFSET
trol setsthe data flag. The controller checksto seeif it
is in local control, and finding that it is, takesthe present dBV reading, which has been stored in memory,
and places it into memory as the referencefor a relative dB display.
Data coming from the HP-IB is parallel loaded into
the 8-bit input (I) register.The controller usesa qualifier to sensethis condition and upon receiving this
information it shifts the data serially through an optical isolator to the Q register for decoding (both the
HP-IB input and HP-IB output circuitry are isolated
from measurementground). After the data has been
deciphered, it may be used to program an arbitrary
offset into memory, or to initiate some immediate
command. It could also be recognized as an unused
command and be ignored.
The controller dlso calculates an offset voltage to
be subtractedfrom the Iog amp output so the analog
oufput will correspond to the display. During the
time that the controller is not in a measurementroutine or data entry, the controller uses the digital-toanalogportions of the successive-approximationdigitizer to construct an analog voltage. For a given display reference and input range, the number is constant so a follow-and-hold circuit can retain the analog voltage while the controller is occupied with
the other routines. This analogsignal is then addedto
the normal (straight through) analog output to obtain
the required offset.Becauseonly the offsetis obtained
by the D-to-A converter, small pertubations in the
signal amplitude are transferredto the analog output
signal. The resolution then is that of the log amplifier,
rather than the digitizer.

fo : 20'015 MHz

Fig. 5. 20-MHz lF filter precedes the second mixer. The
adjustable capacitors balance the crystal distributed capacitance to achieve a zero at 19.8 MHz.
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